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AIN 1501

Define data

Data are the raw material available for processing into information.

Define information

Information is a set of facts or data organized in such a way that it provides additional 
value beyond that of the facts themselves.

The creation of information

 Activity
 Data
 Information
 Knowledge
 Decision-making

The creation of information (example)

 Sale took place
 Data are the number of sales for all the days in the year
 Information is these numbers processed in totals per month and per year
 Knowledge is recognizing which month and areas are best for business
 Management makes decisions on where to focus and where to discontinue the 

business

The characteristics of information

 Accurate
 Accessible
 Up-to-date information
 Detail information
 Flexibility
 Relevance of information
 Cost-effectiveness
 Reliability
 Timely
 Format of information

What is a system

A System is a set of two or more components that serve a common purpose and 
interact to achieve a common goal.
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List the 3 components of a system

 Input
 Processing
 Output

Closed or open system

a System that is isolated from its environment is called a closed system. 

 Automatic washing machine

an Open system interacts with its environment.

 a Purchasing system

System performance measurement

 Effectiveness
 Efficiency
 Performance standards

System variable

Is the quantity or item that can be controlled by the decision maker.

 The price of products

System parameter

Is a value or quantity that cannot be internally controlled, meaning it cannot be changed 
by a decision-maker in the company.

 Cost of raw material

Briefly define an information system

Is an organized way of collecting, processing, managing and reporting information for 
informed decision-making to achieve goals

List 4 functions/role of information systems in organization

 Planning
 Recording transactions
 Decision-making
 Control and Performance measurement
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Name 6 components that a computerized information system consists of

 Hardware
 Software
 Telecommunication, networks and the internet
 People
 Procedures
 Database 

A computerized information system process

 Activities
 Input of data
 Processing
 Ouput of information
 Making decisions

Accounting information system?

An AIS collects, records, stores and processes financial data to supply information for 
decision makers.

What is an information strategy?

Refers to our decisions or plan om how to use the available information, how to collect 
more relevant, usefull information and how to use the information technology to manage
the process.

The three elements of information strategy

 Information system strategy
 Information technology strategy
 Information management strategy

List 3 ways that an IS department can be organized to provide management with 
the needed information

 Centralis
 Decentralise
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 Outsource

Briefly define the term data communication protocol

A protocol is a set of rules that governs the exchange of information and communication
between computers and devices on a network.

List four subsections of system software and provide examples

 Operating system software  
 Microsoft Windows
 Mac OSX
 UNIX

 Utility software  
 Antivirus and anti-spam software
 Backup utilities

 Databased management software  
 Microsoft Access

 Network operating system  
 Linux
 Novell Netware

List 3 wired transmission and 4 wireless transmission media

 Twisted pair wire
 Coaxial cable
 Fibre optics

 Microwave Transmission
 Satellite transmission
 Radio transmission
 Infrared transmission

Briefly define network topology

A Network topology refers to the shape or layout of connected devices. A topology is a 
network’s physical layout or virtual shape or structure.

 Bus Topology
 Ring Topology
 Star Topology
 Tree Topology
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 Mesh Topology

Geographical scope

Geographical scope refers to the distance or coverage area of the network.

 Personal area network (PAN) – connects different information technology 
devices around an individual person. Less than 10 metres. USB or Bluetooth

 Local area network (LAN) – connects different computers and devices within a 
relative small area. (WLAN)

 Metropolitan area network (MAN) – larger than a LAN but smaller than a WAN 
(usually a large campus)

 Wide area network (WAN) – covers large area such as networks linking across 
metropolitan, international borders. (Internet)

 Virtual private networks (VPN) – uses public networks to connect nodes.

List 3 types of human threats faced by an information system

 Errors
 Waste
 Computer Crime

Name 7 examples of detective controls

 Programmed edit tests
 Check digit
 Activity logs
 Intrusion detective system
 Hash totals
 Audit trails
 Smoke detectors
 Run-to-run totals

Name 7 examples of preventive controls

 Backup of data and documentation
 Antivirus software
 Antispyware
 Spam management software
 Training of staff
 Software change and implementation controls
 Adequate disposal of used/damaged/redundant equipment
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Name 4 examples of corrective controls

 Data recovery
 Fire extinguishers
 Backup power
 Insurance

Briefly define e-business

Encompasses all business processes including research and development, finance, 
marketing and human resources activities enabled by technology. 

List 2 subsections of e-business

E-commerce and M-commerce

List 5 main e-commerce categories

 Business-to-business
 Business-to-consumer
 Consumer-to-consumer
 Consumer-to-business
 E-goverment

List 3 main categories of e-commerce specific threats

 Information threats
 Technology theats
 Business threats

Provide 4 examples of information threats relating to e-commerce

 Data alteration
 Copyright, patent, or trade secret infringements are made easier
 Incorrect website information
 Website vandalism

Technology threats

 A denial-of-service attack (DoS)  
Involves flooding the target website with phony data, messages, or requests 
resulting in an extremely slow website response or crashing the website 
completely.

 Pharming  
Redirects a website’s traffic from the actual website to a fraudulent website, 
without the organization or the user’s knowledge.

 An inadequately designed website  
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Makes navigating the website and finding the required information frustrating.
 Insufficient hardware or bandwidth  

Makes the website slow
 Flawed e-commerce system integration  

Can load incorrect data
 Hyperlinks  

No control of content

Briefly define e-commerce

Electronic commerce is the online business process of selling, buying, delivering, 
servicing and paying for products and services over computer networks such as the 
WWW or the internet.

Define information system development

Is the process of creating a new information system or modifying a current information 
system.

Briefly explain the traditional system development lifecycle (SDLC)

Is a practical framework, which provides a broad context for the development stages of 
an informationsystem.

List the five steps in the traditional system development lifestyle (SDCL)

 Preliminary system investigation
 System analysis
 System design
 System implementation
 System review and maintenance

Steps in the system implementation process

 Hardware
 Software acquisition or development
 Preparation of current users
 Hiring and training of new staff
 Staff preparation
 Data preparation
 Installation
 Testing
 Start-up
 User acceptance
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List 3 advantages & disadv of the traditional system development lifestyle (SDCL)

 Less experienced staff can be used
 Easy to manage
 Progress can be measured and controlled

 Users cannot easily evaluate products
 A stage cannot start before finishing the previous one
 It is difficult to measure the progress within the stages

Reasons why an information system need to be replaced or improved

 Changes in technology
 Changes in decision-making policies
 Changes in the needs and demands of users and stakeholders
 Changes in the business environment
 Changes to maintain a competitive advantage

Briefly discuss the following types of information systems:

 Transaction Processing System (TPS)  
A TPS collects an organisations daily business transactions, process these into 
useful information, stores the data and information, and retrieves the transaction 
and information to provide documents and records for business functions

 Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERP)  
An ERP integrates the data gathering and data processes of departments and 
functions across an organization into one single system of integrated applications

 Management Information System (MIS) & Decision support system (DSS)  
Are two of the most important support tools on the technical management level. 
Thanks to MIS and DSS managers and employees can access useful information
in real time. Assist managers to make better decisions and solve key problems

 Customer Relationship Management System  
Is a form of KMS and involve information relevant to an organisations customers.
Comprises software that concentrates on providing information relating to an 
organisations customer and products.

 Group Support System  
Like groupware, allows users to work together on tasks, adjust the same 
documents, plan appointments on each other’s calendars, share files etc.

 Knowledge management system (KMS)  
A KMS is a system used to support the creation, capturing, storing and 
distribution of expertise and knowledge by using people, procedures, software 
and devices

 Executive support system  
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Is a specialized decision support system that pools data from internal end 
external sources and make information available to senior management in a 
user-friendly manner.

 Expert System  
An ES attempts to capture the knowledge of experts and allow users who are not
experts in the field to benefit from the available knowledge.

Centralisation of IS Department
Advantages Disadvantages

Duplication of certain IT function is 
reduced.

A Single fault in the system at HQ level 
will affect every regional office in the 
organization.

Files will be more secure as HQ has 
better control over daily IS operations

Regional offices are less self-sufficient 
and may hesitate to make decisions as 
they are relying on HQ

Economies of scale may be available 
when buying IS equipment

Important operational time may be 
wasted at regional level, as they might 
have to wait for IT services and help from
HQ

Decentralisation of IS Department
Advantages Disadvantages

IS staff will be conscious of IS and 
business needs on a regional level.

It is harder to control the IS department

Every Office has quicker access to IS 
assistance

As offices are independent, it might result
in a lack of co-ordination between 
departments

IS cost/allocations are more accurate The risk of tasks, functions and data 
duplication may exist

List and briefly describe 4 types of operating systems if it is categorized based on
the TYPE of computer it controls and the application it supports.

 Single-user, single task – manage 1 user doing 1 thing at a time
 Single-user, multi-tasking – single user having numerous programs running
 Multi-user – allows different users to make use of the computer’s resources at 

the same time
 Embedded – use in small machines like smart phones.
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List and describe factors that should be considered in selecting a suitable 
network configuration

 Area of coverage/distance between nodes
 Data communication volume and speed
 Security
 Hardware and software compatibility

Define the following terms by referring to privacy and ethics

 Computer monitoring software  

Enables an employer to monitor the time an employee spends on specific tasks

System investigation report

 Continue with the development of a new system
 Modify the existing system in some way
 Not change the existing system

Briefly describe the following types of feasibilities:

 Technical feasibility  
Determine whether the hardware, software and other system components can be
acquired or developed

 Economic feasibility  
Decides whether the project is a financially sensible investment

 Legal feasibility  
Determines whether there are laws that prevent or limit the project

 Operational feasibility  
Measures whether a project has the ability to be put into action

 Schedule feasibility  
Determines whether a project can be completed within a reasonable time

List and describe four steps involved in system analysis with specific reference 
to the tools used in each step

 Set up a committee or team to do the system analysis
Tools: Formal planning
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 Collect data and understand the requirements
Tools: Gather information

 Investigate the collected data
Tools: Illustrate the relationships between different objects

 Preparing a report on the existing system
Tools: Formal report

Write down the 5 steps in the problem-solving process

 Identify and define the problem
 Generate and evaluate alternatives
 Select preferred solution
 Implement the selected solution
 Evaluate the results

Discuss briefly what computer hardware includes

Computer hardware refers to physical parts of a computer system. Internal and external 
hardware. (Motherboard, hard disk drive, RAM, monitor, keyboard, mouse)

Central processing unit (CPU)

The CPU is the Primary component of a computer system that carries out the instruction
of computer programs.

A CPU consists of three components

 The arithmetic/logic unit – performs mathematical calculations & logical 
operations

 The control unit – fetches program instructions, decodes them and directs the 
instruction in and out.

 Registers (primary memory) – temporary high-speed storage areas used to hold 
program instructions

Clock speed is measured in megahertz or gigahertz

Different types of primary memory
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 RAM (random access memory) – Main memory. Data can be written and read 
from RAM

 ROM (read-only memory) – Most computers contain read-only memory that 
holds instructions for starting up the computer. ROMs are non-volatile (it doesn’t 
need power to maintain content)

 PROM (programmable read only memory) – It’s a memory chip on which a 
program can be stored. Once a PROM has been used, the program cannot be 
erased or be used to store something else.

 EPROM (erasable programmable read-only memory) – It is a type of PROM that 
can be erased by exposing it to ultraviolet light.

 EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable read-only memory) – It is a type of
PROM that can be erased by exposing it to electrical charge.

Briefly explain the following examples of malware

 Computer virus – is a program that replicates or copies itself repeatedly without 
the user’s knowledge or consent

 Worm – is also self-replicating program, but differs from a virus in the sense that 
it does not need to be attached to an existing program. These copies are sent via
the computer network to other computers in the network

 Logic bomb – is an intentional inserted program code that will set off a malicious
function (delete or corrupt data or a file)

 Rootkit – is a tool that grants an attacker continuous full access to a computer 
while hiding its presence.

 Spyware – is a software that ‘spies’ on a user.
 Advertisements – rooted in a software package, which typically display as a 

popup message are known as adware
 Shoulder Surfing – refers to hadowing the targeted user to ‘accidently’ see or 

hear the password
 Phising – literally means to fish for sensitive personal informationsuch as 

usernames, passwords etc

Briefly define the following:

 Internet  
Is a global network of computer networks, which supports communication and 
the sharing of data and offers vast amounts of information through a variety of 
applications.

 Extranet  
Is a network that links an intranet to the internet. It links selected information and 
resources on an organisation’s intranet with trusted customers, suppliers or 
business partners.
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 Intranet  
Is an internal or private network that is under the control of a single organization.

Briefly explain the following:

 Prototyping  
Means the end-users can identify what they do not want as apposed to what they
do want

 Rapid application development  
Is a system development approach where workshops and focus groups gather 
the requirements of the new system from the end-users

 End user development lifecycle  
Is a process where end-users develop their own applications, using existing 
application software, to solve their information.

Provide a brief description of system review

Is the monitoring and evaluation of the system to determine the success of the system 
development process and to make sure it continues to satisfy the goals of the 
organization.

Provide a brief description of system maintenance

System maintenance refers to a continuous stage of system development during which 
the operational system is checked and changed or modified to improve it and make it 
more useful in terms of meeting the goals of users and organisations.

List 2 main objectives of system review

 To review whether the system is developed as intended
 To review whether the new system really fulfills the user and organizational 

needs as envisaged

List 5 factors to consider during the system review process

 The mission and goals of the organization
 Hardware in use
 Software in use
 Controls in place
 Costs of development and operation

List four types of generally accepted system maintenance by taking the amount 
of change into consideration
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 Slipstream upgrade – minor upgrade, typically a software code adjustment or 
minor big fix

 Patch – minor change to correct a problem or make a small enhancement
 Release – a significant program change that often requires changes in the 

documentation of the software
 Version – a major program change, typically encompassing many new features

List and briefly explain 4 principles that relate to the ethical treatment of 
information and examples of how it can be compromise

 Integrity
 Objectivity
 Confidentiality
 Professionalism

Define information system security policy

Is a formal document describing the procedures to be followed by the organization when
addressing threats to the information system.

Controls can be classified by function

 Preventive
 Detective
 Corrective

Controls can be classified by type

 General controls
 Application controls

Briefly discuss the terms “hot site” and “cold site” in relation to disaster planning

 Hot site is a room located some distance away from the main business 
operations, containing spare computers

 Cold site is similar to hot site, the only difference being that the computer 
environment does not contain hardware.

List 6 examples of contingency controls regarding disaster planning

 Training of staff
 Fire safety plan
 Waterproof ceilings and floors
 Sufficient drainage
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 Separate generators
 Uninterrupted power supplies
 Efficient office layout

List 5 advantages and 3 disadvantages of prototyping

 Prototyping leads to a better understanding of the user requirements
 Users can use the prototype system during the development process
 It is more flexible
 Development is faster
 Users may be able to use the new system without formal training
 It is difficult to contain the extent of the prototype
 Each iteration builds on the previous one
 System backup and recovery, security issues and performance can easily be 

disregarded

List 5 types of computer systems

 Mobile Devices - Laptops
 Desktop Computers
 Workstations
 Servers
 Mainframe Computers
 Supercomputers

List 5 internal users of information produced by an organization’s information 
system

 Management
 Financial managers 
 Production managers
 Staff managers
 Marketing managers
 Sales managers

List 5 external users of information produced by an organization’s information 
system

 Shareholders
 Suppliers
 Customers
 Financial institutions
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 Government
 Possible future employees

Name 4 startup approaches which can be followed when changing from an old to 
a new information system

1. Direct conversion
2. Phased-in approach
3. Pilot running
4. Parallel running

Name 4 review methods that can be used to do a system review in order to 
determine whether the new system is functioning as intended

1. Questionnaires
2. Focus groups
3. Performance measures
4. Carry out a survey

Briefly explain the difference between a slipstream upgrade and a version 
upgrade in terms of the amount of change involved in system maintenance

Slipstream upgrade: is a minor upgrade, typically a software code adjustment or minor
bug fix, which is not worth announcing to users.

Patch: is a minor change to correct a problem or a small enhancement

Release: is a significant program change that often requires changes in the 
documentation of the software

Version: is a major program change, typically encompassing many new features 

List 4 e-commerce technology threats

Information Threats:

 Data alteration
 Copyright, patent or trade secret infringement
 Incorrect website information
 Website vandalism

Technology Threats:

 Denial of service attacks
 Pharming
 Inadequately designed website
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 Insufficient hardware or bandwidth
 Flawed e-commerce system integration
 Wrong hyperlinks

Business Threats:

 Through e-commerce, organisations can conduct business in different countries, 
each with their own laws and regulations

 An organization’s reputation can easily be destroyed or damamged through 
negative postings and media

 A number of organisations have e-commerce website message boards and 
chatrooms where third parties can publish comments

 Organisations need to ensure that electronic contracts and transactions 
processed through the e-commerce website are binding and enforceable.

E-commerce controls

 Install Firewalls
 Install reputation management software
 Establish an e-commerce business continuity plan
 Install strong authentication processes
 A digital certificate

List 5 dis- & advantages of end-user developments

Advantages:

 Encourage innovation and creative solutions
 Faster design/implementation cycle
 Make users more involved in the reviewing and maintenance of the system
 Leads to better productivity of users work
 It will be more acceptable to users and they will take ownership

Disadvantages:

 Loss of control over data
 The new system is not adequately tested for errors
 Duplication of effort and waste of resources
 Poor documentation created
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 Users are not treated as programmers

Define a code of conduct

Rules of behaviour that guide decisions, procedures and system organisation in a way that they 
contribute to the welfare of its key stakeholders and respects the rights of all constituents 
affected by its operations,

Name the 7 different layers of the open system interconnection framework 
(correct layer number with correct layer name)

1. Physical
2. Data link
3. Network
4. Transport
5. Session
6. Presentation
7. Application

List 4 factors to consider when selecting a suitable network configuration

 Area of coverage/distance between nodes
 Data communication volume & speed
 Security
 Hardware and software compatibility
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